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A B S T R A C T 

Using images from the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager aboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory , we extract the radial velocity 

(RV) signal arising from the suppression of conv ectiv e blueshift and from bright faculae and dark sunspots transiting the rotating 

solar disc. We remo v e these rotationally modulated magnetic-activity contributions from simultaneous RVs observed by the 
HARPS-N (High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher for the Northern hemisphere) solar feed to produce an RV time 
series arising from the magnetically quiet solar surface (the ‘inactiv e-re gion R Vs’). W e find that the level of variability in the 
inactiv e-re gion RVs remains constant o v er the almost 7-yr baseline and shows no correlation with well-known activity indicators. 
With an root-mean-square scatter of roughly 1 m s −1 , the inactiv e-re gion RV time series dominates the total RV variability budget 
during the decline of solar cycle 24. Finally, we compare the variability amplitude and time-scale of the inactiv e-re gion RVs 
with simulations of supergranulation. We find consistency between the inactiv e-re gion RV and simulated time series, indicating 

that supergranulation is a significant contribution to the o v erall solar RV variability, and may be the main source of variability 

towards solar minimum. This work highlights supergranulation as a key barrier to detecting Earth twins. 

Key words: methods: data analysis – techniques: radial velocities – Sun: granulation. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he radial velocity (RV) method is one of the most valuable 
ools in the planet hunters’ arsenal, as both a detection method, 
ith o v er 1000 confirmed e xoplanets to date, and a vital follow-
p tool for transit missions such as the Kepler (Borucki et al.
010 ), Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (Ricker et al. 2014 ), 
nd upcoming PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars (Rauer 
t al. 2014 ) missions. Precise RV measurements are often necessary 
 E-mail: bsl204@e x eter.ac.uk 
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o independently confirm planetary candidates and to determine 
lanetary masses. As instrumental precision impro v es, the intrinsic 
V variability of the host star becomes the primary obstacle to
etecting and characterizing low-mass planets (see Crass et al. 2021 ,
nd references therein). Stellar variability can mimic non-existent 
lanets (Rajpaul, Aigrain & Roberts 2016 ), lead to inaccurate mass
easurements (e.g. Blunt et al. 2023 ; Meunier et al. 2023 ), or

ompletely obscure the signal of a low-mass planet. 
Photospheric magnetic activity primarily causes RV variations via 

wo processes. First, strong magnetic fields act to inhibit conv ectiv e
lueshift of rising stellar material, imparting a net redshift on to the
 v erall stellar RVs (Meunier, Desort & Lagrange 2010a ; Dumusque,
is is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
h permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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oisse & Santos 2014 ). Secondly, bright and dark active regions
reak the axial symmetry of the rotating stellar disc. This results
n an imbalance of flux from the approaching and retreating stellar
imbs, causing a net Doppler shift (Saar & Donahue 1997 ). As these
henomena occur in isolated, magnetically active regions that can
ersist for multiple rotation cycles, the resulting RV variability typ-
cally displays quasi-periodic behaviour with amplitudes of several
 s −1 . 
Traditional activity mitigation techniques include the use of
agnetically sensitive activity indicators that correlate with activity-

nduced RVs (e.g. Boisse et al. 2011 ; Haywood et al. 2022 ),
odelling RV variations with Gaussian processes to leverage the

uasi-periodicity of isolated activ e re gions rotating with the stellar
urf ace (e.g. Hayw ood et al. 2014 ; Rajpaul et al. 2015 ), and using
imultaneous photometry and ancillary time series to estimate the
ffect of active regions (e.g. Aigrain, Pont & Zucker 2012 ; Barrag ́an
t al. 2022 ). 

While these techniques have proven ef fecti ve in mitigating the
V variability originating in isolated, magnetically active stellar

e gions, the y do not take into account variability originating from the
agnetically quiet stellar surface. Nevertheless, there are a number of

henomena on the quiet stellar surface that can cause RV variability.
n particular, observations and simulations of solar conv ectiv e flows
e.g. granulation and supergranulation) have shown RV variability
f the order of 0.5–1 m s −1 (e.g. Meunier et al. 2015 ; Meunier &
agrange 2019 , 2020 ; Al Moulla et al. 2023 ). In this paper, we
se spatially resolved solar images to calculate the RV impact of
solated magnetically active regions (following Meunier, Lagrange &
esort 2010b ; Milbourne et al. 2019 ). We remo v e these contributions

rom Sun-as-a-star RVs from the HARPS-N (High Accuracy Radial
elocity Planet Searcher for the Northern hemisphere) spectrograph
o isolate and directly characterize the RV impact of the magnetically
uiet solar surface (hereafter the ‘inactiv e-re gion RVs’). 
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 , we describe

he data used in this work and we isolate the inactiv e-re gion RVs
n Section 3 . We analyse the statistical properties of the inactive-
egion RVs in Section 4 and demonstrate that the inactiv e-re gion
Vs are not simply an instrumental artefact (Section 5 ). It is worth
oting that, up until this point, our analysis is purely statistical
nd therefore independent of the physical cause of inactiv e-re gion
Vs. In Section 6 , we show that the inactiv e-re gion RVs match
imulations of oscillation, granulation, and supergranulation and
ropose supergranulation as the dominant source of variability. We
onclude in Section 7 . 

 DATA  

.1 HARPS-N solar telescope 

he solar telescope at the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo is a 7.6-
m achromatic lens that feeds the sunlight to an integrating sphere
nd then into the HARPS-N spectrograph (Dumusque et al. 2015 ,
021 ; Phillips et al. 2016 ; Collier Cameron et al. 2019 ). Observations
re taken almost continuously during the day time, with 5-min
ntegration times in order to av erage o v er the solar p-mode variations.
Vs are calculated from the extracted HARPS-N spectra using the
ARPS-N data reduction software (DRS; Dumusque et al. 2021 ). By
sing the same instrument and DRS used for night-time exoplanet
earches, the solar feed provides a realistic Sun-as-a-star RV time
eries and has yielded information about sub- m s −1 level instrumental
ystematics present in the HARPS-N spectrograph (Collier Cameron
t al. 2019 ). To better emulate night-time stellar observations,
NRAS 527, 7681–7691 (2024) 
e average three successi ve observ ations to give 15-min ef fecti ve
ntegration times. 

In this paper, we use a data set spanning from 2015 July 29
o 2021 No v ember 12. The RVs hav e been transformed into the
eliocentric rest frame, allowing the data to be free of planetary
ignals. Additionally, a daily differential extinction correction was
one following the model described in Collier Cameron et al. ( 2019 ).
he HARPS-N solar telescope operates continuously, observing

rom under a plexiglass dome. Data affected by clouds or other
ad weather thus need to be accounted for afterwards. To remo v e
otential bad data points, we use two metrics for each observation.
irst, data quality factor Q is calculated from a mixture model
pproach described in Collier Cameron et al. ( 2019 ). This probability
alue can be between 0 and 1, where 1 represents the reliable data.
econdly, we extract the maximum and mean count of the exposure
eter from the headers of the fits files. The ratio of max and mean,
 , should be close to 1 for uniform exposures (and is al w ays higher

han 1 by definition). A first quality cut is done using the conditions
 ≥ 0.99 and R < 1.5. From the remaining data points, we fit the
istogram of R with a Gaussian function. A slight delay in the shutter
pening causes this distribution to resemble a Gaussian, rather than
he more expected pile-up around 1. In a second cut, we remove data
here R is higher than three standard deviations abo v e the mean.
inally, as a last cut, we perform a 5 σ clipping on the remaining
Vs. The cuts made are very strict and may indeed remo v e reliable
ata too, but it is done to ensure the very high quality of data. The
emaining data set has 20 435 observations. 

.2 SDO /HMI 

he Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager aboard the Solar Dynam-
cs Observatory ( SDO /HMI) uses six narrow bands around the

agnetically sensitive 6173 Å Fe I line. A Gaussian fit of the
arrow-band fluxes as a function of wavelength is used to derive
ontinuum intensitygrams, magnetograms, and line-of-sight velocity
aps (Dopplergrams), each spatially resolved with approximately 1-

rcsec resolution. In this work, we use 720-s e xposures, ev ery 4
 from 2015 July 29 to 2021 No v ember 12, totalling 12 434 sets
f images. We briefly describe how we calculate RVs from these
mages. For more details, we refer the reader to Haywood et al.
 2016 ) and Milbourne et al. ( 2019 ), who describe in detail the process
f e xtracting disc-av eraged physical observables from SDO /HMI
mages. 

Owing to poor long-term stability of the SDO /HMI instrument, we
re not able to directly calculate the solar RVs by simply intensity-
eighting the Dopplergram pixels. Fig. 2 of Haywood et al. ( 2022 )

hows the effects of long-term systematics when calculating the RVs
n this way. There are clear jumps in the RVs caused by instrumental
ffects. This means that we cannot use the Dopplergram to produce
ong-baseline Sun-as-a-star R V measurements. T o o v ercome this
nstrumental limitation, we use a physically moti v ated model to
stimate the RV variations arising from two processes on the Sun.
n doing so, we calculate the RV variability relative to the quiet Sun
Meunier et al. 2010b ; Haywood et al. 2016 , 2022 ; Milbourne et al.
019 ). 
The first of these is a photometric shift, δRV phot , caused by a

right plage or dark sunspot breaking the rotational symmetry of
he solar disc. In the absence of inhomogeneities on the solar disc,
he contributions of the blueshifted approaching limb and redshifted
etreating limb are in balance, with no o v erall effect on the solar
Vs. If a dark or bright region is present on one of the limbs,

he Doppler contribution from that limb is diminished or enhanced,
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espectively, resulting in an overall RV shift. The second component, 
RV conv , arises from regions with large magnetic flux suppressing 
onvection on the surface of the Sun. The reduction in the conv ectiv e
lueshift in these regions imposes a net redshift on to the o v erall solar
V. By applying continuum intensity and magnetic flux thresholds 
escribed by Haywood et al. ( 2016 ), respectively, we isolate the RV
ontribution of active regions on the Sun. 

Since SDO /HMI derives its RVs from a single iron line, as opposed
o a whole spectrum, Haywood et al. ( 2016 ) and Milbourne et al.
 2019 ) fit a linear combination of these components to solar RVs from
ARPS and HARPS-N, respectively, to account for the different 

caling of each component. They found that δRV conv is the dominant 
f these two effects in the Sun. Milbourne et al. ( 2019 ) only consider
he RV contributions from active regions larger than 20 μHem. Those
uthors find that this cut-off obviates the need to vary the relative
ontributions of the photometric and conv ectiv e effects o v er time.
wing to the fact that the two components forming this RV series are
riven by magnetic processes, and that RVs are calculated relative 
o the quiet Sun, we will refer to the RV series derived from the
DO /HMI images as the ‘magnetic-activity’ RVs. Since the formal 
ncertainties on the magnetic-activity RVs are significantly lower 
han the uncertainties for the HARPS-N RVs (Haywood et al. 2022 ),
e will refrain from e xtensiv e error analysis of the magnetic-activity
Vs. 

 ISOLATING  RV  C O N T R I BU T I O N S  F RO M  

A  G N E T I C A L LY  INA  C T I V E  R E G I O N S  

n this paper, we are interested in the RV variability originating 
rom magnetically quiet regions of the solar surface. To isolate 
hese contributions, we subtract the SDO /HMI RVs (which are only 
ensitive to large magnetically active regions) from the HARPS-N 

Vs (which probe the entire solar disc). The resultant time series
f residual RVs therefore probes the RV signals not arising from
he large, magnetically active regions identified by Milbourne et al. 
 2019 ). Throughout this paper, we will refer to this time series as
he inactiv e-re gion R Vs. T o account for the difference in cadence of
DO /HMI and HARPS-N, we interpolate the magnetic-activity RVs 
n to the HARPS-N timestamps. In principle, this could introduce 
 signal into the inactiv e-re gion RVs, since we are smoothing
 v er all variability in the magnetic-activity RVs o v er time-scales
horter than 4 h. Recalling, ho we ver, that the magnetic-acti vity RVs
ncode variability occurring on rotational time-scales, and noting 
hat shorter time-scale processes (e.g. oscillations/granular flows) do 
ot contribute to the magnetic-activity RVs, we are justified in this
pproach. We provide a quantitative justification in Appendix A . It is
orth highlighting that the model of Milbourne et al. ( 2019 ), which
e use in this paper, does not include the effect of the smallest active

egions. Ho we ver, those authors show that by only considering the
argest active regions, they reproduce the majority of the rotationally 

odulated, activity-induced RVs, without having to introduce an 
rbitrary trend. The models of Milbourne et al. ( 2019 ) reduce the
ARPS-N RV scatter from 1.65 to 1.21 and 1.18 m s −1 with and 
ithout the 20- μHem activ e-re gion cut-of f, respecti vely. 1 We are

herefore justified in describing the RV time series produced by 
emoving this contribution from the disc-integrated HARPS-N RVs 
s the ‘inactiv e-re gion’ R Vs. W e do note, ho we ver, that there will
 To reduce the RV scatter to 1.18 m s −1 when taking into account all active 
egions, an arbitrary linear drift was introduced. Without that drift, the scatter 
s reduced to 1.31 m s −1 . 

o  

s  

r  

A  

h

nevitably remain a small component in the inactiv e-re gion RVs that
orresponds to the smallest scale magnetic regions. 

To a v oid any ef fects of long-term instrumental ef fects, we de-
rend the inactiv e-re gion RVs with a 100-d rolling mean, following
he treatment of Al Moulla et al. ( 2023 ). We note that such a de-
rending preserves both the amplitude and time-scale of any short- 
erm variability present in the RV time series, and so will not affect
he results of this work. We opt to smooth the inactiv e-re gion RVs,
s opposed to the HARPS-N RVs, since we are interested in the
ifference between the RVs measured by HARPS-N and those de- 
ived from SDO /HMI images. Directly smoothing the HARPS-N RVs 
ould risk smoothing o v er the rotationally modulated activity signal
resent in both series, thereby imposing an artificial signal in the
esiduals when we subtract the unsmoothed magnetic-activity RVs. 

Fig. 1 shows the correlation between the daily mean RV and both
og R 

′ 
HK and unsigned magnetic flux (Haywood et al. 2022 ) values

or the HARPS-N RVs and the inactiv e-re gion RVs, as well as the
espective Pearson correlation coefficients. We see an almost total 
emoval of any correlation between the RVs and the activity indices
hen the magnetic-activity RVs are subtracted from the HARPS-N 

Vs, indicating that we are successfully removing the majority of 
he RV signal caused by magnetic activity. 

In addition, following Al Moulla et al. ( 2023 ), we calculate the
elocity power spectrum (PS) of the HARPS-N RVs and the residual
Vs as follows. Each RV time series can be represented as a linear
ombination of sinusoidal components: 

V ( t) = c + 

∑ 

ν

a( ν) cos (2 πνt) + b( ν) sin (2 πνt) , (1) 

here a ( ν) and b ( ν) are frequency-dependent coefficients, and c is a
onstant offset. The velocity PS is defined as 

S ( ν) = a( ν) 2 + b( ν) 2 , (2) 

nd is converted to velocity power spectral densities (PSDs) by mul-
iplying by the ef fecti ve length of the observing window (Kjeldsen
t al. 2005 ). 

Fig. 2 shows the two PSDs as well as the ratio of power in the
ARPS-N RVs to the inactiv e-re gion RVs, calculated for logarithmi-

ally spaced bins in frequency. We see evidence of decreased power in 
he inactiv e-re gion RVs at time-scales comparable to and longer than
he solar rotation period, whereas the two PSDs are similar for shorter
ime-scales. This further suggests that we are successful at removing 

ost of the rotationally modulated variability, while retaining the 
hort-time-scale variability characteristics of the HARPS-N RVs. 

 INA  C T I V E - R E G I O N  R  V S  EXHI BI T  A  

O N S TA N T  LEVEL  O F  VARI ABI LI TY  

aving established that we are successful in removing the RV signa-
ure of large magnetically active regions (Section 3 ), we now analyse
he inactiv e-re gion R Vs. T o investigate how the inactiv e re gions vary
hroughout the solar cycle, we compare the root-mean-square scatter 
RMS) of the RVs with the mean sunspot number, taken from SILSO

orld Data Center ( 2023 ), for 45 50-d intervals, as a proxy for
 v erall acti vity le vel. In Fig. 3 , we sho w that there is no correlation.
dditionally, despite the sunspot number changing by more than two 
rders of magnitude, the standard deviations of the RVs vary only
lightly. This shows that the inactiv e-re gion RV variability remains
elatively constant at a wide range of magnetic-acti vity le vels. In
ppendix B , we show that the 17 per cent scatter in the RMS shown
ere is consistent with being dominated by sampling noise. 
MNRAS 527, 7681–7691 (2024) 
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M

Figure 1. Scatter plots showing the correlation between daily mean RVs (orange for the HARPS-N RVs and blue for the inactiv e-re gion RVs) and log R 

′ 
HK (left) 

and unsigned magnetic flux (right). Both scatter plots demonstrate an almost complete removal of any correlation between the RVs and the respective activity 
indicator after subtracting the magnetic-activity RVs. For each data set, we also numerically show the Pearson correlation coefficient. RV data are shown with 
an offset for clarity. 
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To investigate how the inactiv e-re gion RVs behave at different
ime-scales, we use structure functions (SFs; see e.g. Simonetti,
ordes & Heeschen 1985 ; Sergison et al. 2020 ; Lakeland & Naylor
022 ). SFs quantify how the variability within a time series changes
ith time-scale. In Appendix C1 , we show that, for a continuous,
ncorrelated signal, the SF is equi v alent to 

F ( τ ) = 2 σ 2 , (3) 

here σ is the RMS of the signal. We therefore choose to use 
√ 

1 
2 SF

o quantify the RV variability at a given time-scale τ , emphasizing the
onnection with the RMS. We provide a more in-depth description of
Fs and their key properties required for this analysis in Appendix C .
We now segment the RVs by calendar year and show the corre-

ponding SFs in Fig. 4 . We opt to use longer sub-series than the 50-d
NRAS 527, 7681–7691 (2024) 
amples in Fig. 3 to ensure that each time-scale is well sampled, with
any pairs of data points contributing to the calculation for each

ime-scale. We see that despite co v ering a wide range of magnetic-
cti vity le vels, the inacti v e-re gion RVs hav e similar variability at
ll time-scales. We also note that, for each 1-yr segment, there is no
ignificant increase in variability at time-scales longer than ∼3 d. The
ypical year-to-year variation is 5–10 per cent. This is comparable to
he typical lower-bound sampling error we estimate in Appendix C2 ,
ndicating that the true year-to-year variation is very low. 

We contrast this with the behaviour of the magnetic-activity RVs
 v er the same baseline. We calculate SFs of the magnetic-activity
Vs (again segmented by calendar year). We plot SFs calculated

rom both the inactiv e-re gion RVs and magnetic-activity RVs on
he same axis scales in Fig. 5 to highlight the contrast. While the

agnetic-activity RVs vary by more than an order of magnitude, the
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Figure 2. (Top) The PSD of HARPS-N RVs (orange) and of the inactiv e-re gion RVs (blue), calculated in 150 logarithmically spaced bins in frequency. (Bottom) 
The ratio of HARPS-N RV PSD to inactiv e-re gion RV PSD. Although there is still a noticeable feature in the residual RV PSD at the rotation period, and at 1 
d and its alias, we see lower power at time-scales longer than ∼10 d when compared to the full HARPS-N RVs. By contrast, the two PSDs are very similar at 
shorter time-scales. This indicates that we are successful in removing much of the variability at time-scales around or abo v e the solar rotation period, but we 
leave the shorter time-scale variability largely unaffected. 

Figure 3. Scatter plot of the mean sunspot number and the standard deviation 
of inactiv e-re gion RV, calculated for non-o v erlapping 50-d periods from 2015 
to 2021. We see no correlation between RV RMS and mean sunspot number. 
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Figure 4. SFs of inactiv e-re gion RVs, divided by calendar year. The lines 
are coloured by average sunspot number in that year. Despite data collection 
spanning a wide range of magnetic-activity levels, the variability spectrum 

for the inactiv e-re gion RV sho ws no significant v ariation from year to year. 
The black dashed line shows the SF for the entire inactiv e-re gion RV series. 
We note the gap at τ ∼ 0.5 d. This is typical of ground-based telescopes, 
which cannot observe the Sun at night time. 
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nactiv e-re gion RVs e xhibit an almost unchanging level of variability.
ig. 5 also demonstrates that, for the majority of the 7-yr baseline,

he variability in the residual RVs is comparable to or larger than
he variability shown in the magnetic-activity RVs. This shows 
hat, for the quieter period of solar cycle 24, the majority of the
V variability originated from magnetically inactiv e re gions, as 
pposed to magnetically active regions. The two contributions are 
pproximately equal during the 2016–2017 period, where the average 
unspot number was 39.8. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of yearly
veraged sunspot numbers, dating back to 1700 from the World Data
enter SILSO, Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels (SILSO 
MNRAS 527, 7681–7691 (2024) 
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M

Figure 5. (Left) The SFs shown in Fig. 4 of inactiv e-re gion RVs. (Right) The SFs of the corresponding year-long run of magnetic-activity R Vs. T o illustrate the 
relati ve le vel of v ariability in the inacti v e-re gion and magnetic-activity RVs, both sets of SFs are shown on the same scale. The inactiv e-re gion RVs consistently 
show a level of variability around 1 m s −1 . The relatively constant level of variability in the inactiv e-re gion RVs contrasts drastically to the large range of 
v ariability le vels demonstrated in the magnetic-activity RVs. Additionally, the le vel of v ariability sho wn by the inacti v e-re gion RVs is often much larger than 
that in the magnetic-activity RVs. As in Fig. 4 , both sets of SFs are coloured by the average sunspot number during the calendar year in which the RVs were 
obtained. 

Figure 6. Cumulative distribution of the yearly averaged sunspot number, 
dating from 1700 to present. The average sunspot number between 2016 
January 1 and 2016 December 31 is indicated with a vertical dashed line. 
Roughly, 35 per cent of recorded years have a lower average sunspot number. 
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orld Data Center 2023 ). The vertical line corresponds to the 2016–
017 average. Roughly, 35 per cent of recorded years have a lower
verage sunspot number. This implies that the inactiv e-re gion RVs
ay dominate solar RVs for roughly one third of the time. 
NRAS 527, 7681–7691 (2024) 
 INA  C T I V E - R E G I O N  R  V S  A R E  N OT  

OMI NATED  BY  I NSTRU MENTAL  EFFECTS  

t is in principle plausible that the variability shown in Fig. 4 at time-
cales of around 2 d is due to the instrumental characteristics of the
ARPS-N spectrograph, rather than genuine solar effects. To address

his concern, we repeat our analysis with RVs from the NEID solar
eed (Lin et al. 2022 ) taken between 2021 January 1 and 2022 June
3. W e use R Vs reported by version 1.1 of the NEID data reduction
ipeline 2 and select observations that are free from known issues
ue to the daily wavelength calibration, a known cabling issue or ev-
dence of poor observing conditions based on the pyrheliometer and
xposure meter data. We select only observations taken before 17:30
nd with airmass less than 2.25 to reduce calibration and atmospheric
ffects. Due to the different wavelength ranges and sensitivities of the
EID and HARPS-N spectrographs, the photometric shift, δRV phot ,

nd suppression of conv ectiv e blueshift, δRV conv (see Section 2.2 ),
ay have different contributions to the o v erall R Vs. T o account for

his, following Milbourne et al. ( 2019 ), we fit a linear combination
f these components to the NEID RVs. 
It is worth noting that significant intra-day systematics appear in

he NEID solar RVs due to, amongst other effects, unaccounted-
or differential extinction. We model the sub-day variations with a
est-fitting cubic trend to the 1-d phase-folded RVs, which we then
ubtract from the NEID solar RVs. While this is not as sophisticated
s the treatment of Collier Cameron et al. ( 2019 ), we wish simply
o reco v er the general variability properties seen in Fig. 4 and so
 full treatment of NEID instrumental effects is both beyond the
cope of this paper and not necessary for our purposes. As with the

https://neid.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/NEID-DRP/index.html
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Figure 7. SF comparison of inactiv e-re gion RVs calculated by subtracting 
the RV signatures of magnetically active regions (Section 2.2 ) from HARPS- 
N (black) and NEID (red) RVs between 2021 April 1 and 2021 No v ember 12. 
Both SFs demonstrate similar variability characteristics despite the different 
spectrographs, indicating that the variation seen in the inactiv e-re gion RVs is 
predominately astrophysical in nature, not instrumental. 
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Figure 8. SF comparison of the inactiv e-re gion RVs (black), simulated 
oscillation, granulation, and supergranulation (OGS) RVs (pink), and the 
combined simulated RV time series (red). The simulated RVs show good 
agreement with the inactiv e-re gion RVs and indicate that supergranulation 
is a significant source of RV variability in the Sun, especially at time-scales 
longer than a few hours. 
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ARPS-N RVs, we use the recalculated SDO /HMI RVs and NEID 

Vs to produce a time series of inactiv e-re gion RVs. The HARPS-N
nd NEID RVs temporally o v erlap between 2021 April 1 and 2021
o v ember 12 and we compare the HARPS-N- and NEID-derived 

nactiv e-re gion RV time series during this o v erlap to investigate the
ffects of instrumental systematics. Fig. 7 shows SFs of the two 
nactiv e-re gion R V series. W e find that the variability of these two
ime series at all time-scales typically differs by less than 10 per cent,
omparable to the lower bound sampling uncertainty we estimate in 
ppendix C2 . This indicates that the results of Section 4 are genuine,

nd are not simply instrumental artefacts, and that any effects of
nstrumental differences are smaller than the intrinsic variability of 
he solar RVs; as such, we will focus the remainder of our analysis on
he longer baseline time series of inactiv e-re gion RVs derived from
ARPS-N. We note that this analysis qualitatively agrees with the 

esults of Zhao et al. ( 2023 ), who compare solar RVs from state-of-
he-art spectrographs, including HARPS-N and NEID. Those authors 
nd remarkable agreement between the different instruments. 

 S U P E R G R A N U L AT I O N  A S  T H E  D R I V E R  O F  

NA  C T I V E - R E G I O N  R  V S  

n Section 4 , we demonstrated that the inactiv e-re gion RVs hav e
 roughly constant level of variability o v er the decline of solar
ycle 24. To determine the cause of this variability, we compare the
nactiv e-re gion RVs to a simulation of the oscillation, granulation, 
nd supergranulation of a G2 star from Meunier & Lagrange ( 2019 ),
ased on the technique of Harv e y ( 1984 ) and the results of Meunier
t al. ( 2015 ). The simulated RV time series is av eraged o v er 15 min
o best match the HARPS-N observations. 

Fig. 8 shows SFs of each component in the simulation of Meunier
t al. ( 2019 ) (pink), the combined simulated time series (red), and the
nactiv e-re gion RVs (black). The granulation (Gra) and supergranu- 
ation (Sgr) components are rescaled by a constant factor to match
he observations; the oscillation (Osc) component is assumed to be 
egligible (e.g. Chaplin et al. 2019 ) and so is not rescaled. Ho we ver,
e opt to include the oscillation component for completeness. Since 
ranulation and supergranulation dominate at different time-scales, 
e are able to rescale the simulated RVs to constrain the contribution
f each process by matching the power in the inactiv e-re gion RVs at
hort and long time-scales, respectively. By combining and rescaling 
he simulated RVs in this way, we are able to accurately reproduce
oth the o v erall variability amplitude of the inactiv e-re gion RVs and
he time-scale of the inactiv e-re gion RVs. 

Meunier et al. ( 2019 ) found that the amplitude for the RV signals
rom granulation is 0.8 m s −1 , though there is evidence that an
mplitude of 0.4 m s −1 is a more appropriate level (e.g. Sulis, 
ary & Bigot 2020 ; Sulis et al. 2023 ). We see in Fig. 8 that the

hoice to use the lo wer le vel of granulation variability is justified;
 granulation RV time series with RMS of 0.8 m s −1 would have
ore power at short time-scales than is seen in the true R Vs. W e
nd granulation and supergranulation variability amplitudes of 0.37 
nd 0.86 m s −1 , respectively. We therefore find a similar level of
ranulation to the lower level of Meunier & Lagrange ( 2020 ), and
o the 0.33 m s −1 prediction of Dalal et al. ( 2023 ). We note that the
.86 m s −1 level of supergranulation we find is around 25 per cent
igher than the 0.68 m s −1 level found by Al Moulla et al. ( 2023 ),
hough the granulation amplitudes are similar. Given the difference in 

ethodology between this work and that of Al Moulla et al. ( 2023 ),
ho use asteroseismology techniques to analyse Sun-as-a-star RVs 

rom the HARPS and HARPS-N spectrographs, it is unsurprising 
hat there is a difference in the exact amplitude of supergranulation
erived. Both analyses demonstrate that supergranulation contributes 
 significant fraction of the total solar RV variability. 
MNRAS 527, 7681–7691 (2024) 
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Our interpretation that the inactiv e-re gion RVs are primarily
aused by granulation and supergranulation is supported by the
act that the level of variability is constant at various levels of
he solar cycle (Figs 3 and 5 ). Muller et al. ( 2018 ) used images
f the Sun from the Solar Optical Telescope as part of the HINODE
ynoptic programme (HINODE/SOT) between 2006 No v ember and
016 February to investigate photometric properties of solar granules.
ver this period, they did not find changes in either the granulation

ontrast or granulation scale of the 3 per cent level at which they were
ensitive, indicating no significant variation of granulation properties
 v er the solar cycle. 
We note that Fig. 8 does not include any instrumental systematics.
hile this makes it difficult to evaluate numerical uncertainties

n the level of supergranulation quoted above, it is unlikely to
ignificantly change the amplitude. First, a white noise profile (such
s from photon noise) would inject power at all time-scales and
ppear flat as an SF. Since we constrain the granulation amplitude
y using the short-time-scale power, we can be confident that we
ave not underestimated the uncorrelated noise. Thus, the rescaling
e apply to the supergranulation time series to match the long-time-

cale power is reasonably robust against the level of photon noise,
hich is estimated to be as low as 0.24 m s −1 (Al Moulla et al.
023 ). Secondly, we show in Section 5 that the levels of variability
f inactiv e-re gion RVs deriv ed from HARPS-N and from NEID
bservations are consistent within typical sampling errors at all time-
cales, indicating that the variability observed is not dominated by
nstrument-specific artefacts. This shows that the supergranulation
mplitude derived from Fig. 8 is representative. 

Fig. 8 shows that the combined simulated RVs show slightly
educed power on intermediate time-scales (between a few hours and
 few days) as compared to the inactiv e-re gion RVs. Unaccounted-
or correlated instrumental noise (e.g. an imperfect correction for
ifferential extinction) could inject variability at intermediate time-
cales to account for this discrepanc y. Alternativ ely, the intrinsic
ariability spectrum of supergranulation may differ slightly from
hat of granulation. The simulations of Meunier et al. ( 2015 )
ssume that supergranules evolve similarly to granules. The re-
ulting simulated time series therefore share a common variability
ower law. A relaxation of this assumption may account for the
ismatched power at intermediate time-scales. Additionally, the

mallest scale active regions, unaccounted for in the model of Mil-
ourne et al. ( 2019 ), may inject RV variability at these intermediate 
ime-scales. 

Regardless of the cause of this discrepancy, the agreement of
he inactiv e-re gion RVs with both the amplitude and time-scale of
he simulations of Meunier et al. ( 2019 ) and analysis of Al Moulla
t al. ( 2023 ) offers good evidence that the variability seen in the
nactiv e-re gion RVs is predominantly caused by supergranulation at
ime-scales of a few days and longer. Given that these RVs exhibit a
elati vely constant le vel of variability over the solar cycle (Figs 4 and
 ), we provide evidence that supergranulation dominates the solar
Vs on the approach to cycle 24 minimum and therefore poses a
ignificant barrier to the detection of Earth twins whose Doppler
hifts are ∼0 . 1 m s −1 . 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have generated solar RVs from SDO /HMI images following
he technique of Milbourne et al. ( 2019 ). The two components
ccounted for in this time series are the RV signatures arising from
he suppression of conv ectiv e blueshift in magnetically active regions
nd the effect of photometrically imbalanced regions transiting the
NRAS 527, 7681–7691 (2024) 
otating solar disc. We subtract these ‘magnetic-activity’ RVs from
he disc-integrated RVs obtained from the HARPS-N solar feed to
solate the RV contribution from the magnetically quiet solar surface.

We find that the resulting ‘inactiv e-re gion’ RV time series shows
o correlation with the well-kno wn acti vity indicators log R 

′ 
HK and

nsigned magnetic flux. This, combined with the reduced Fourier
ower at time-scales longer than roughly half a solar rotation period,
hows that we are successful in removing the majority of the RV
ignal arising from the active regions on the Sun. 

We show that the inactiv e-re gion RV variability is relatively stable,
howing no significant change in level with either time or sunspot
umber. This contrasts starkly with the magnetic-activity RVs, which
how a change in variability of more than an order of magnitude o v er
he same baseline. This relative constancy in the inactive-region RV
ariability means that, when the Sun is relatively quiescent, the solar
Vs are dominated by the RV signal originating in inactive regions,
ot activ e re gions. We find that the two contributions are roughly
ven when the average sunspot number is around 40. This level of
agnetic activity represents the 35th percentile recorded in archi v al

unspot data dating from 1700. 
Finally, we compare the inactiv e-re gion RV time series to recent
odels of oscillation, granulation, and supergranulation (Meunier &
agrange 2019 ). We find good agreement with both variability
mplitude and time-scale between the inactiv e-re gion and simulated
 V time series. W e find that granulation and supergranulation induce
V variability with amplitudes of 0.37 and 0.86 m s −1 , respectively.

n doing so, we provide empirical evidence that supergranulation
an dominate solar RVs and therefore pose a significant barrier to
etection of Earth twins. This is in agreement with the findings of
eunier et al. ( 2023 ). 
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onoured to be permitted to conduct astronomical research on Iolkam 

u ́ag (Kitt Peak), a mountain with particular significance to the 
ohono O ́odham. 
Data presented herein were obtained at the WIYN Observatory 

rom telescope time allocated to NN-EXPLORE through the scien- 
ific partnership of the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 
ration, the National Science Foundation, and the National Optical 
stronomy Observatory. 
We thank the NEID Queue Observers and WIYN Observing 

ssociates for their skilful e x ecution of our NEID observations. In
articular, we express gratitude to Michael Palumbo III for compiling 
he NEID RVs used in this study. 
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his work is underpinned by the following publicly available data 
ets: SDO /HMI images, available at https:// sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/ data/a 
ahmi/; and NEID solar RVs, made available at https://zenodo.org 
r ecor d/7857521 . In addition, this work makes e xtensiv e use of the
ARPS-N solar RVs, which will be described and made available in 

n upcoming publication. 
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PPENDI X  A :  A  J USTI FI CATI ON  T H AT  

NTERPOLATI ON  D O E S  N OT  AFFECT  T H E  

ESULTS  O F  THI S  PA PER  

o match the high cadence of the HARPS-N solar RVs, we calculate
Vs from the SDO /HMI images (see Section 2.2 ) every four hours,
nd interpolate these RVs on to the timestamps of the HARPS-N
bservations. 
To assess the impact that interpolation has on the signal, we

roduce a month-long time series of RVs, generated from every 
vailable 720-s exposure set of SDO /HMI images from 2017 January
 to 2017 February 1. From this high-cadence RV series, we produce a
ub-sampled RV series with six RV measurements per day, to match
he long-baseline series we use in the bulk of this paper. We then
nterpolate this sub-sampled RV series back on to the timestamps of
he original high-cadence time series. 

We find that the median absolute deviation between the high- 
adence and interpolated RV series is 2.1 cm s −1 . This is significantly
ower than any other level of variability we discus in this paper,
ustifying that our choice to interpolate the RVs calculated from the
DO /HMI images does not impact the results of this paper. 

PPENDI X  B:  T H E  EFFECT  O F  SAMPLING  

OI SE  O N  T H E  R M S  O F  T H E  

NA  C T I V E - R E G I O N  R  V S  

n Fig. 3 , we see a variation in the RMS of inactiv e-re gion RV
ub-series. While each RMS is calculated from a relatively large 
umber of observations, we show in Fig. 4 that the inactiv e-re gion
Vs become uncorrelated at time-scales longer than a few days. This

elatively large time-scale, compared to the 50-d baseline of each sub- 
eries, means that the sampling error on the RMS is larger than would
e expected by simply considering the number of observations. 
To test this, we take the simulated supergranulation time series 

f Meunier et al. ( 2019 ) and calculate the RMS for the same 50-d
ub-series as in Fig. 3 . This time series is constructed in a stationary
anner, so that any variation seen between values of the RMS can
ith good confidence be attributed to sampling error. Fig. B1 shows

he distribution of sub-series RMS values. As we are only interested
MNRAS 527, 7681–7691 (2024) 
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M

Figure B1. A histogram showing the distribution of RMS values of 50-d- 
long sub-series of the simulated supergranulation time series of Meunier et al. 
( 2019 ). Since we are only concerned with the fractional scatter of the RMS 
measurements, we normalize the x -axis by the mean RMS value. 
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Figure C1. An illustration of the typical properties of SFs, reproduced from 

Sergison et al. ( 2020 ). Region 1 shows white noise present at short time- 
scales, often interpreted as instrumental noise. Region 2 shows a typical 
power-law relationship between time-scale and level of variability. Region 
3 shows time-scales at which there is no further increase in variability. The 
transition between Regions 2 and 3 shows the characteristic time-scale of the 
variability. 
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3 A notable exception is for periodic or quasi-periodic signals. For such 
signals, pairs of data points separated by multiples of the period will show 

little if any variation, causing characteristic dips in the SF. 
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n the fractional difference between the individual RMS values, we
ormalize by the mean RMS. We see a relative scatter of the RMS
alues, σσ / 〈 σ 〉 , of 14 per cent, where 

σσ

〈 σ 〉 = 

√ 

1 
n σ

∑ 

(
σ −

(
1 

n σ

∑ 

σ
))2 

1 
n σ

∑ 

σ
. (B1) 

his value of σσ / 〈 σ 〉 is comparable to the inactiv e-re gion σσ / 〈 σ 〉 of
7 per cent. This indicates that the majority of the variation seen in
ig. 3 is due to statistical noise. 

PPENDIX  C :  STRUCTURE  F U N C T I O N S  

he SF is an analysis tool, which shows how the variability within a
ime series changes as a function of time-scale. It has had success in
nalysing photometric time series data (e.g. Hughes, Aller & Aller
992 ; de Vries, Becker & White 2003 ; Sergison et al. 2020 ). SFs
se a pairwise comparison of points in a time series f ( t ) to calculate
he level of variability as a function of time-scale. To calculate the
ariability of points with a given separation τ = | t 1 − t 2 | , we define
he SF as 

F ( τ ) = 〈 ( f ( t) − f ( t + τ ) ) 2 〉 , (C1) 

here the angular brackets indicate an average over all pairs of
bservations with separation τ . In practice, SF is calculated for
ogarithmic bins in τ . That is to say, in the case of discrete data,
he SF is calculated as 

F ( τ1 , τ2 ) = 

1 

N p 

∑ 

ij 

( f i − f j ) 
2 , (C2) 

here the summation is taken o v er all pairs of data points, which are
eparated by τ 1 < | t i − t j | < τ 2 , and N p is the number of such pairs. 

Fig. 7 of Sergison et al. ( 2020 ), reproduced here as Fig. C1 ,
emonstrates the typical form of an SF. The short-time-scale plateau
NRAS 527, 7681–7691 (2024) 
hown in Region 1 indicates that any intrinsic variability in the
ignal is below the noise floor, so the variability is dominated by
ncorrelated instrumental noise. In Region 2, there is a power-law
ncrease in the SF, the gradient of which is determined by the
pectrum of variability being inv estigated. Re gion 3 shows time-
cales longer than the dominant variability time-scale in the data.
herefore, after this time-scale has been reached, the value of the
F stops increasing, again becoming uncorrelated. The transition
etween Regions 2 and 3, referred to as the ‘knee’, tells us the
haracteristic variability time-scale. Fig. 5 of Lakeland & Naylor
 2022 ) demonstrates that, for a sinusoidal signal, the knee is at
oughly a quarter of the period. This highlights that the time-scale
dentified by an SF, while related to any period present in a signal,
s not the same as a period. Another feature of Fig. C1 is that the
F becomes larger as we mo v e towards longer time-scales. While
ot strictly a cumulative measure, this behaviour is typical for most
ypes of variability. 3 This property highlights how short-time-scale
ariations still impact the o v erall lev el of variability at longer time-
cales. 

An advantage of the SF o v er other analysis tools is the direct
elationship between the SF and the level of variability at a given
ime-scale. We show in Appendix C1 that, for an uncorrelated signal,
he SF will tend to the value 2 σ 2 , where σ is the standard deviation of
he data. This clear relationship between SF and standard deviation
llows a much more direct interpretation of the level of variability
ithin a signal for a given time-scale than, say, a Fourier PS. 
For a more detailed description of some properties of SFs, see

ection 5 of Lakeland & Naylor ( 2022 ) and references therein. To
 v oid spurious results arising from bins with too few points, we
equire at least 100 pairs of observations in each τ bin throughout
his paper. 
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f the supergranulation RV time series discussed in Section 6 . 

1 The relationship between the structure function and 

tandard deviation 

onsider an infinite, uncorrelated time series f ( t ). This time series
ill have mean 

= 〈 f ( t) 〉 , (C3) 

nd standard deviation 

= 〈 ( f ( t) − μ) 2 〉 . (C4) 

ince f ( t ) is uncorrelated, we can also say that 

 f ( t) × f ( t + x) 〉 = μ2 + σ 2 δ( x) , (C5) 

here δ( x ) is the δ-function. From equation ( C1 ), it follows that 

F ( τ ) = 〈 ( ( f ( t) − μ) − ( f ( t + τ ) − μ) ) 2 〉 (C6) 
The Author(s) 2023. 
ublished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society. This is an Open
 https://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and rep
= 

[〈 ( f ( t) − μ) 2 〉 + 〈 ( f ( t + τ ) − μ) 2 〉 ]
−2 〈 ( f ( t) − μ) × ( f ( t + τ ) − μ) 〉 (C7) 

= 2 σ 2 − 2 
[〈 f ( t) × f ( t + x) 〉 − μ〈 f ( t) 〉 − μ〈 f ( t + τ ) 〉 + μ2 

]
. 

(C8) 

rom equation ( C5 ), therefore we see that, for uncorrelated signals, 

F ( τ ) = 2 σ 2 . (C9) 

his is equi v alent to equation (A4) of Simonetti et al. ( 1985 ). 

2 Estimating the effect of sampling noise 

s discussed in appendix C of Sergison et al. ( 2020 ), it is non-trivial
o estimate the effect of sampling noise on SF measurements [as
e can think of f ( t ) being drawn at random from an underlying
istribution]. The difficulty arises in calculating the number of 
ndependent pairs of data points contributing to each measurement. 

To estimate the level of sampling noise, we divide the simulated
upergranulation RV time series of Meunier et al. ( 2019 ) (see
ection 6 ) into year-long sub-series, and calculate the SF of each.
his is in analogy to fig. 10 of Sergison et al. ( 2020 ). We opt

o use the supergranulation time series as it will allow us to
stimate the sampling noise at time-scales below and abo v e the
haracteristic time-scale of the variability (as opposed to gener- 
ting red-noise series as done by Sergison et al. 2020 ) and the
ime series is constructed to be stationary, so we can be confi-
ent that any variation between the SFs is due to the sampling
oise. 
Fig. C2 shows the ratio R of standard deviation of 

√ 

SF to the
edian value of 

√ 

SF at each time-scale. We show that the typical
ampling error is of the order of 5 per cent of the median value
f 
√ 

SF at a given time-scale. Given that these sub-series are drawn
rom the same distribution, and that they are well sampled, we expect
his to be a lower bound on the uncertainty associated with an SF
easurement. 
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